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To Transform Their Business, retailers harness improved Experience

Whether in-store or via digital touchpoints, retailers are fully focused on how to grow in a time of 
continual digital transformation. Physical stores must use their digital touchpoints to enhance the in-
store experience; online stores must differentiate with a faster, more informative shopping experience; 
and omnichannel retailers and brands must deliver a seamless cross-channel experience.1

commerce suite vendors are responding to their clients’ needs with investments in ai, machine 
learning, cloud infrastructure, analytics, and business user tooling. These investments automate 
merchandising, boost the impact that business teams have on the customer experience, and 
streamline operations. as a result of these trends, B2c commerce suite buyers should look for 
providers that offer:

 › Impactful experience. a core set of commerce experience features ultimately drives the online 
experience. The most important among those: search, personalization, promotions, and the ai-
infused analytics that tie them all together. The ability to target content and products with shopper 
incentives across the shopper journey is vital to a differentiated online shopping experience.

 › Business user empowerment. responding to shopper demands with agility requires a content 
management system (cMS) that gives business users the tools to rapidly change how they 
present content. attracting and incenting customers requires an integrated 360-degree view of 
the customer, linked with a promotions and campaign engine that business users can control. We 
based our scoring for these criteria on how the suites accomplished these tasks, not just on their 
functional capabilities. commerce platforms are programmable and customizable; the level of 
business user control is what truly differentiates the suites.

 › operational efficiency. commerce vendors have invested in several technologies to reduce the 
operational cost of their platforms. Most important among these are the improvements to upgrade 
cycles. commerce suites providers and their clients take varied approaches to upgrades. What 
truly matters is that the platform lets clients easily upgrade versions with little regression testing 
and no recoding. vital to an easy upgrade cycle is a containerized approach to deployment 
that manages versions and automates scaling, as well as an abstracted aPi layer to isolate the 
commerce runtime from store customizations.2

Evaluation Summary

our forrester Wave evaluation highlights that ai and machine learning capabilities are infused into 
experiences across the suite and are especially prevalent in search, merchandising, and product 
recommendations. SaP and Salesforce both demonstrated strong ai capabilities that also enjoy wide 
adoption among their customers. B2c vendors are expanding their focus to B2B models: Six of the 
vendors in this evaluation participated in both the B2B and the B2c forrester Wave evaluations, and 
the rest are investing to support B2B models.3 The vendors in this forrester Wave represent three 
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approaches to digital commerce. first, there are full-service suites that are building integrated, best-
in-class capabilities for as many of the commerce platform components as possible. Second, we 
see headless commerce vendors — commercetools and Elastic Path Software — that have suite 
components but focus on an aPi-first model and integration capabilities. The third approach is 
commerce-as-a-service, embodied by digital river, which offers a commerce suite wrapped in its go-
to-market and payment services.

We intend this evaluation of the B2c commerce suites market to be a starting point only and 
encourage clients to view detailed product evaluations and adapt criteria weightings to fit their 
individual needs through the Excel-based vendor comparison tool (see figure 1 and see figure 2). 
click the link at the beginning of this report on forrester.com to download the tool.
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FIGUre 1 forrester Wave™: B2c commerce Suites, Q3 2018
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FIGUre 2 forrester Wave™: B2c commerce Suites Scorecard, Q3 2018
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FIGUre 2 forrester Wave™: B2c commerce Suites Scorecard, Q3 2018 (cont.)
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vendor offerings

forrester included 11 vendors in this assessment: commercetools, digital river, Elastic Path Software, 
Episerver, iBM, Kibo commerce, Magento, oracle, Salesforce, SaP, and Sitecore (see figure 3).

FIGUre 3 Evaluated vendors and Product information
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vendor Profiles

our analysis uncovered the following strengths and weaknesses of individual vendors.

Leaders

 › Salesforce Commerce Cloud AI drives online sales. Salesforce B2c commerce (formerly 
demandware), a product of Salesforce commerce cloud, is the retail digital commerce behemoth, 
processing $21 billion in gMv annually on its commerce cloud and supporting over half a billion 
unique monthly shopper visits across the globe.4 This all-cloud, all-vendor hosted solution 
provides Salesforce customer success managers (cSMs) and customers with access to collective 
store metrics for rich shared data insights. Salesforce B2c commerce is sold on a revenue 
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share model as a percentage of gMv. This combination is powerful: “The [Salesforce] customer 
success manager calls me to suggest improvements to grow revenue for no extra fee because 
of the revenue share model,” one customer explained. in 2018, Salesforce acquired B2B vendor 
cloudcraze; these products are two separate platforms, and Salesforce B2c commerce does not 
support B2B scenarios.

Salesforce B2c commerce provides out-of-the-box digital business tuned for the retail B2c 
market. for those willing to adopt the Salesforce model, this architecture accelerates the speed of 
implementation, reduces implementation costs, and provides rapid entry to the platform’s extensive 
capabilities. of note, customers tell us that coding customization is more expensive than for other 
platforms. Salesforce Einstein infuses experiences across all aspects of the platform, including 
search, product recommendations, and product content improvements. Salesforce B2c commerce 
is best for retailers that are looking for an out-of-the-box cloud solution and are willing to accept a 
shared revenue model.

 › SAP Commerce Cloud delivers a full-featured suite for enterprise clients. SaP commerce 
cloud version 6.7 delivers a full-featured suite that leverages the strengths of the SaP ecosystem 
and integrates with the SaP S/4hana and SaP c/4hana applications. it has a 50/50 revenue split 
of B2B and B2c clients and is equally adept at both. SaP has invested heavily in its cloud strategy 
that now includes deployment on both the private SaP cloud and a Kubernetes-based Microsoft 
azure public cloud deployment. SaP is realizing the benefits of this focus, as half of its 2017 
commerce revenue came from its cloud offering.

SaP boasts outstanding enterprise customer references who reported seamless scaling and load 
management for billion-dollar gMv loads: as one customer stated, “We can ramp to a million 
transactions a day with no concerns; the platform is rock solid and enterprise ready.” it is one of 
the few platforms to deliver a full-service PiM, as well as an oEM version of an industry-leading 
daM (openText) that SaP integrates, sells, and supports.5 The road map includes plans for deeper 
integration to the SaP c/4hana suite, with specific plans to embed the SaP cPQ (configure price 
quote) (formerly calliduscloud cPQ) solution. SaP has substantially improved the suite’s user 
tooling and integration. its container architecture and architectural improvements have reduced the 
high iT load and longer-than-average implementation timelines. Even so, we agree with the user 
feedback that “the platform is only suitable for organizations with deep technical skills or a strong 
Si partnership.” SaP commerce cloud is a best fit for companies looking for an industrial-strength 
full-function commerce platform in wide use across several industry verticals.

Strong Performers

 › Magento Commerce delivers customizable solutions by a global community. The Magento 
commerce suite consists of its paid solution or widely adopted open source commerce platform 
and the relatively new, but highly capable, business intelligence (Bi) platform and full-service oMS.6 
it has one of the largest commerce ecosystems, with over 3,000 extensions in the marketplace 
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and over 50% of new code coming from its open source community. after shifting to the Magento 
2 code base in 2015, Magento started moving its products to the cloud. Since 2016, it has offered 
continuous-delivery platform-as-a-service capabilities atop aWS; oMS and Bi have been SaaS 
since their inception.7 adobe’s acquisition of Magento commerce in June 2018 fills gaps for both 
companies, delivering a transactional platform to the adobe Experience cloud and delivering 
world-class experience management to Magento clients.8

The suite’s strengths are a rock-solid cart, the oMS, and the Bi capabilities. The oMS covers the 
full range of distributed order scenarios, as well as in-store retail fulfillment tools and support for 
B2B fulfillment. The Bi tools provide aggregated analytics across enterprise systems and come 
with over 100 prebuilt reports. integration with adobe should address the weakness of the native 
content management tools, which customers reported as substandard. customers also reported 
native search results that lacked relevance and slow indexing. Magento is a best fit for clients that 
are looking to customize their solution, value the open source model and its extensive ecosystem, 
and want an affordable alternative to the Salesforce and SaP commerce clouds.

 › IBM’s comprehensive, if unwieldy, solution needs to modernize more quickly. a mainstay in 
the enterprise ecommerce market since the mid-1990s, iBM has continually improved, added, and 
acquired functionality to Watson commerce. all that tinkering has created a full-featured (if also 
large and cumbersome) commerce suite across commerce, content, and order management.9 iBM 
has begun to rearchitect the solution to be nimbler and more modular, but the late start on this 
effort means it has lost its market leadership position and ground to defter competitors.

iBM delivers well in the areas of transactions, personalization, and intelligence. The company 
achieved early success introducing elements of Watson — iBM’s suite of cognitive and ai 
services — into its commerce offerings. it exposes rich operational trends through Watson 
commerce insights and has plans to add more intelligent automation into administrative process 
(e.g., cognitive tagging for site content). iBM customers give the solution credit for its advances 
in ai, but they don’t see the company making enough progress in its platform modernization 
efforts. customers also often lament labor- and time-intensive upgrade processes. The legacy 
of this platform carries over to the user experience, as administration is relatively more complex 
than that of many of its competitors. iBM is a good fit for large enterprises with the budget, 
resources, and willingness to bet on the company’s ability to execute on its modern platform 
vision. Less mature organizations will likely find this suite too cumbersome.

 › With Commerce Cloud, oracle breathes fresh life into its ATG and endeca assets. When it 
acquired aTg and Endeca in 2010 and 2011, respectively, oracle became an early mover among 
large crM vendors that added ecommerce solutions to their portfolios.10 Like other leading on-
premises software solutions, the original aTg and Endeca solutions have largely taken a back 
seat to oracle’s cloud offering, commerce cloud. The move to the cloud has allowed oracle to 
rearchitect the solutions to align with the larger oracle cX suite strategy, data model, and services. 
its closest kin are oracle cPQ cloud, Sales cloud, and Marketing cloud.
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oracle commerce cloud is a purpose-built solution with modern architecture. it is designed to 
complement its other applications as much as it borrows from them — it is not just an add-on to 
oracle’s cX Suite of front-office applications. B2c customers can leverage the broader oracle 
portfolio by integrating with oracle’s Marketing and Service clouds. The potential for oracle 
commerce cloud is great: it has invested in rearchitecting the suite for the cloud. When linked to 
oracle data cloud, oracle commerce cloud clients can enhance personalization experiences with 
access to profile data for 5 billion global ids. The new platform has only been live for two years and 
is still gaining adoption, reference customers, and stability. oracle is best for companies looking for 
a cloud-first subscription service that can fully leverage and integrate with other oracle assets that 
the customer already has in place.

 › Kibo Commerce delivers a cost-effective cloud-based suite for the midmarket. dallas-
based Kibo has spent the last two years integrating a collection of commerce tech acquisitions, 
starting with the cloud-based Mozu commerce engine.11 it has since added to the suite Baynote 
for personalization, Shopatron for oMS, and mobile PoS vendor fiverun.12 The Kibo cloud suite 
targets the lower end of the commerce market (under $150 million in gMv). Kibo’s legacy base is 
still running the aging MarketLive platform, but it is building momentum on its cloud-based Kibo 
ecommerce. This solution is one of the smaller vendors in the 2018 commerce suites forrester 
Wave and is primarily focused in north america on the B2c market. it supports some limited B2B 
use cases but is not a dual-use vendor.

Kibo’s strengths include its content management and personalization. The WySiWyg content 
editor provides an easy-to-use business user interface. Plus, the integrated solution of Baynote 
and Mozu allows for excellent control of merchandising throughout the shopper journey. customers 
who selected Kibo told us they liked working with a responsive, small vendor, and they consistently 
told us that price was a significant factor in selecting Kibo. The analytics capabilities of the suite 
are rudimentary, and customers also noted this limitation. The Kibo platform is maturing, but 
customers also raised stability concerns in comparison to their experience with other more mature 
suite leaders. Kibo is a best fit for small to midsize enterprises that want to work with an evolving 
cloud-based vendor.

 › episerver is a commerce suite anchored by a leading content management system. Episerver 
has added transactional commerce and strong marketing campaign capabilities to what is already 
a leading web content management platform.13 The suite is deeply rooted in the .nET ecosystem 
and delivers a cloud-based agile platform with a continuous release deployment cycle. The 
company sources 50% of its deals from the partner network, which also delivers the majority of the 
implementations. Episerver has been growing its presence beyond Europe and into north america 
while serving both B2B and B2c markets.

Episerver’s strengths include a leading cMS, a natively integrated customer data management 
platform, and a full-service marketing campaign management system. Put together, these 
capabilities allow Episerver customers to customize experience delivery by segment, user behavior, 
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and even the device that the customer is using. Episerver customers we spoke with all chose the 
product because of their desire to marry web cMS and their overall digital experience, with the 
ability to transact digitally. customers rave about the integrations of web content and commerce, 
but the company needs to fill some gaps. for example, its a/B testing capabilities are lightweight 
compared to those of competitors, and customers cited recurring issues with indexing and 
performance with find, Episerver’s site search tool. as the company grows, its customers have 
expressed that they want better documentation and insight into the product road map. Episerver 
is a best fit for brands or customers that want to lead with experience-driven commerce and that 
need a commerce platform that has a great cMS and is extremely cost-competitive.

Contenders

 › “Commerce anywhere” is elastic Path’s strength. Elastic Path offers a headless commerce 
solution, relying on partners to deliver the front-end experience. as the headless market evolves, 
so does Elastic Path, with a new focus to push the boundaries of commerce to a constellation of 
nontraditional and emerging touchpoints. What differentiates Elastic Path from all other headless 
and aPi-first vendors is its cortex orchestration layer. This commerce choreography layer simplifies 
the process of integrating new marketing and sales touchpoints. With cortex, the flow logic of a 
shopping or purchase experience lives in Elastic Path and not in the interface device. This pattern 
vastly reduces the implementation time required to extend commerce to PoS, internet of things 
(ioT), or other devices, as most coding stays in Elastic Path and not in the device.

The platform has a strong promotions engine with an administrative ui that allows customers to 
create and manage complex promotions and couponing. as a headless commerce platform, it 
lacks a content manager, it has a basic PiM, and order management is limited to a single source of 
inventory for a single store. given that it is a headless commerce vendor, we expected a stronger 
cloud model. its cloud offering closely resembles containerized on-premises software that can be 
hosted in any public cloud or deployed on-premises. clients love the extension model, telling us 
that they have executed several upgrades without compatibility issues or recoding. however, they 
also told us that the upgrade cycle still requires an install and regression test cycle. Elastic Path is 
best for customers looking to build commerce experiences into embedded systems, such as cars, 
PoS devices, and wearables.

 › Sitecore is a transactional customer experience platform. founded in copenhagen and now 
based in San francisco, Sitecore has a strong reputation in the web cMS space and has adjacent 
capabilities around digital marketing and customer analytics.14 in 2013, the firm expanded into 
commerce with its acquisition of commerceserver.net. With version 9, the company rebuilt the 
commerce engine and integrated it with the Sitecore Experience database, marketing campaign 
engine, and content management system. version 9 is .nET-based and hosted on the azure 
cloud. Sitecore has introduced support for both B2c and B2B models and has outlined expanding 
support for B2B in its road map.
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Sitecore delivers strong brand and experience management capabilities, but it lags in commerce-
specific functionality around product content and product merchandising. in addition to the content 
management capabilities, Sitecore’s customer experience platform provides extensive journey 
mapping and customer analytics built on the Sitecore Experience database (xdB). customers 
report that it can be hard to find Sitecore partners for commerce. Sitecore is a best fit for firms that 
want to manage a brand site and content in a suite that bundles marketing campaign management 
and a customer experience database.

 › Commercetools is the platform for the post-web era. as a true multitenant platform of more 
than 300 consumable microservices, commercetools rejects the monolith approach to commerce. 
This germany-based company provides an open aPi platform where potential customers can 
self-service provision themselves with a commerce environment. The company’s openness is 
exemplified by its public status page that reports current platform status and the historical log 
of operational issues.15 The platform offers a usage-based à la carte price model for customers 
to consume its microservices. commercetools markets itself to companies that are looking for a 
headless solution and to those that deliver commerce beyond traditional use cases.

commercetools’ strengths are found in its platform, architecture, and cloud delivery model. The 
continuous devops model eliminates the painful upgrade cycle that drives most platform users to 
undertake expensive replatforming projects. To be clear, this solution is not a suite: it is designed 
as a headless platform that provides aPis for product information management services, while 
offering no cMS and only limited order management capabilities. But flexibility makes up for what 
it lacks in functionality. The platform is ideal for those planning to take a “strangle and replace” 
approach to migrating off a legacy platform.16 its true value is to those who want to deliver the 
next generation of commerce experiences. as one customer told us, “We are stitching and knitting 
experiences using their microservices.” commercetools is best for iT-centric organizations that 
need cloud-based microservices to support their commerce road map.

 › Digital river delivers the global commerce-as-a-service outsourcing solution. digital river 
is a combination commerce suite, payment provider, and reseller. it provides brands with global 
transactional capabilities on its commerce-as-a-services solution. furthermore, the solution 
focuses on brands that want to extend their reach globally and that depend on the expertise of 
their suite provider to teach them the ropes of global online retail. digital river provides myriad 
services, unlike any other commerce suite in this forrester Wave, including owning the payment 
fraud risk, providing international sales tax calculation and remittance, and integrating with a 
network of 85 distribution centers around the world.

as one customer explained, “We own getting the customer to click ‘add to cart,’ and digital 
river owns the cart and transaction.” The digital river cart handles cross-selling and payments 
for an impressive 190 countries and 64 local currencies. These transactional capabilities are its 
strong suit. it also excels at handling subscription billing and delivery of digital products and 
services.17 digital river customers love the service provider model and tell us they are delighted 
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with the partnership, but they also tell us that digital river is slow to innovate and bring online 
new capabilities. digital river is best for those looking to expand globally and to outsource the 
transactional overhead of international.

Evaluation overview

The forrester Wave follows a publicly available methodology that involves screening vendors, detailed 
questionnaires, and customer reference checks. in our scoring, forrester uses a relative rating system 
to differentiate the vendor’s capabilities. vendor scores do not reflect a checklist of functionality; they 
are a comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of the offerings we analyzed. find more information 
about the methodology in the Supplemental Material section of this report.

We evaluated vendors against 31 criteria, which we grouped into three high-level buckets:

 › Current offering. Each vendor’s position on the vertical axis of the forrester Wave graphic 
indicates the strength of its current offering. Key criteria for these solutions include the support 
for various sales channels, personalization, analytics, ai and machine learning, commerce suite 
components (cMS, oMS, daM, PiM, and campaign management), commerce management 
(search, price, promotions, etc.), and platform capabilities.

 › Strategy. Placement on the horizontal axis indicates the strength of the vendors’ strategies. We 
evaluated each vendor’s product vision and road map, software delivery model, enablement and 
support services, delivery partners, and technology partners.

 › Market presence. represented by the size of the markers on the graphic, our market presence 
scores reflect each vendor’s number of enterprise customers in a production environment, the total 
amount of gMv processed on its platform, and its product revenue.

Vendor Inclusion Criteria

forrester included 11 vendors in the assessment: commercetools, digital river, Elastic Path Software, 
Episerver, iBM, Kibo commerce, Magento, oracle, Salesforce, SaP, and Sitecore. Each of these 
vendors has:

 › a strong focus on B2c commerce.

 › all critical components of a B2c commerce suite.

 › at least $30 million in product revenue.

 › an existing customer base of enterprise global clients and a focus on more than one region.

 › Mindshare among forrester clients and is frequently mentioned in the context of inquiry, briefings, 
and consulting engagements.
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Engage With an analyst

gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with forrester thought leaders to apply  
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.

Forrester’s research apps for ioS and Android.
Stay ahead of your competition no matter where you are.

Analyst Inquiry

To help you put research 
into practice, connect 
with an analyst to discuss 
your questions in a 
30-minute phone session 
— or opt for a response 
via email.

Learn more.

Analyst Advisory

Translate research into 
action by working with  
an analyst on a specific 
engagement in the form 
of custom strategy 
sessions, workshops,  
or speeches.

Learn more.

Webinar

Join our online sessions 
on the latest research 
affecting your business. 
Each call includes analyst 
Q&a and slides and is 
available on-demand. 

Learn more.

Supplemental Material

online resource

We publish all of our scores and weightings in an Excel file that provides detailed product evaluations 
and customizable rankings; access this tool by clicking the link the beginning of this report on 
forrester.com. We intend these scores and default weightings to serve only as a starting point, and we 
encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

a forrester Wave is a guide for buyers considering their purchasing options in a technology 
marketplace. To offer an equitable process for all participants, forrester follows The forrester Wave™ 
Methodology guide to evaluate participating vendors.

http://www.forrester.com/app
http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
https://www.forrester.com/events?N=10006+5025
https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html
https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html
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in our review, we conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors to consider for the evaluation. 
from that initial pool of vendors, we narrow our final list based on a small number of inclusion criteria. 
We then gather details of product and strategy through a detailed questionnaire, demos/briefings, 
and customer reference surveys/interviews. We use those inputs, along with the analyst’s experience 
and expertise in the marketplace, to score vendors. in accordance with the forrester Wave™ vendor 
review Policy, forrester asks vendors to review our findings prior to publishing to check for accuracy.

We include the forrester Wave publishing date (quarter and year) clearly in the title of each forrester 
Wave document. We evaluated the vendors participating in this forrester Wave using materials 
that they provided to us by June 2018 and did not allow additional information after that point. We 
encourage readers to consider how the market and vendor offerings change over time.

vendors marked as nonparticipating vendors in the forrester Wave graphic met our defined inclusion 
criteria but declined to participate in or contributed only partially to the evaluation. We score these 
vendors to the best of our ability according to our forrester Wave™ incomplete vendor Participation 
Policy and publish their positioning along with participating vendors.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with the integrity 
Policy posted on our website.

Endnotes
1 See the forrester report “Mastering The art of omnichannel retailing.”

2 See the forrester report “container Platforms accelerate digital Transformation.”

3 Episerver, iBM, Magento, oracle, Salesforce, and SaP are all participants in the companion B2B commerce suites 
evaluation. See the forrester report “The forrester Wave™: B2B commerce Suites, Q3 2018.”

4 gMv: gross merchandise volume.

5 PiM: product information manager; daM: digital asset manager. See the forrester report “The forrester Wave™: 
digital asset Management for customer Experience, Q2 2018.”

6 Source: “Magento commerce acquires rJMetrics,” Magento press release, august 1, 2016 (https://magento.com/
news-room/press-releases/magento-commerce-acquires-rjmetrics).

7 aWS: amazon Web Services; oMS: order management service; SaaS: software-as-a-service.
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9 Source: “iBM agrees to acquire Sterling commerce from aT&T for $1.4 Billion,” iBM press release, May 24, 2010 
(https://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/31742.wss).

10 Source: “oracle Buys aTg,” oracle press release, november 2, 2010 (http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/
press/184062) and “oracle Buys Endeca,” oracle press release, october 18, 2011 (http://www.oracle.com/us/
corporate/press/517791).
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11 Source: “Kibo accelerates omnichannel commerce Platform capabilities With acquisition of Mozu,” Kibo press 
release, october 18, 2016 (https://kibocommerce.com/press-events/kibo-acquires-mozu/).

12 PoS: point of sale.

Source: “Kibo Empowers retailers To individualize consumer Experiences With Baynote acquisition,” Kibo press 
release, September 27, 2016 (https://kibocommerce.com/press-events/kibo-acquires-baynote/), “vista Equity Partners 
Signs definitive agreements To acquire MarketLive and Shopatron,” Kibo press release, november 25, 2015 (https://
kibocommerce.com/press-events/vista-equity-partners-maketlive-shopatron/), and “vista Equity Partners announces 
Launch of Kibo, a unified omnichannel commerce Solution,” Kibo press release, January 14, 2016 (https://
kibocommerce.com/press-events/vista-acquires-fiverun-launches-kibo/).

13 See the forrester report “The forrester Wave™: Web content Management Systems, Q1 2017.”

14 Sitecore was rated a Strong Performer in the 2017 web cMS forrester Wave. See the forrester report “The forrester 
Wave™: Web content Management Systems, Q1 2017.”

15 Source: commercetools (http://status.commercetools.com/).

16 See the forrester report “Best Practices for agile-Plus-architecture.”

17 See the forrester report “The forrester Wave™: recurring customer and Billing Management, Q3 2017.”
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